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Abstract
With the rapid development of interactive technologies using projection mapping (PJM), these digital technologies
have introduced new interpretative possibilities for the presentation of cultural heritage sites. PJM attracts more visi‑
tors with greater expectations to cultural heritage sites through its excellent visual effects and guidance capabilities.
In the past decade, especially after 2015, design events have frequently introduced digital projections to cultural herit‑
age sightseeing spots worldwide. However, this trend has also led to the emergence of many digital projection events
that merely exhibit beautiful projection effects on buildings and neglect to show the history and value of the cultural
heritage site. Based on this phenomenon, this study compiled and analyzed 45 related cases of PJM applications at
cultural heritage sites around the world from the past 5 years. These 45 examples were studied by disassembling the
projection content, analyzing the information characteristics exhibited in each projection video, and arranging the
obtained data on a timeline chart for analysis. According to the data, two information characteristics of PJM at cultural
heritage sites can be observed: “the relationship between projection content and heritage” and “information ten‑
dency.” The advantages and limitations of these characteristics were distinguished and suggestions for the application
of PJM on cultural heritage sites were derived. These results can be used as a reference for other research studies on
visitors to cultural heritage sites and improving digital interpretation and presentation designs.
Keywords: Cultural heritage sites, Projection mapping, Information tendency, Digital interpretation
Introduction
With the rapid development of projection mapping (PJM)
and interactive technologies, these digital technologies
bring new interpretative possibilities for the presentation of cultural heritage sites through their excellent visual effects and guidance capabilities, which give visitors
more motivation and expectations when visiting these
tourism spots. Hence, digital experiences are gradually
becoming an important component of visitors’ experiences at cultural heritage sites [1].
One of the critical missions in the international protection of cultural heritage sites is the interpretation
of cultural heritage, which is an essential component in
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the process of heritage conservation [2]. The methods
for the use of cultural heritage sites are varied and have
not been discussed fully. The planning designs for many
cultural heritage sites separate the tourists from the environment and discourage their willingness to stay longer
[3]. Considering this phenomenon, the value of using
PJM for transmitting information about cultural heritage sites has been discussed around the world (Fig. 1).
In 2018, the Japanese Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism produced guidelines to promote
the implementation of PJM for “the purpose of regional
development, promotion of tourism, promotion of community development, promotion of science, culture,
art or sports, promotion of international mutual understanding, conservation of the global environment, sound
development of young people and other public interests.”
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Fig. 1 Value of information transmission using PJM

[4] Guidelines for using PJM at public interest events
have also been created in Tokyo.
Communicating the “outstanding universal value” of
cultural heritage has been a top priority in the planning,
design, and use of world heritage sites. Information about
cultural heritage sites was previously conveyed through
commentary panel discussions and models, which result
in poorly updated information and viewing events that
make it difficult to acquire information about the characteristics and histories of the cultural heritage sites [5].
Although virtual and augmented reality technologies can
be used to address these issues, they remain limited to
individual viewing uses [6, 7]. Conversely, PJM technologies can express a variety of information about the target
cultural heritage site, which can be shared by multiple
visitors [8]. PJM technologies also have good interactive
features with visual appeal that can enhance guided tours
and information delivery [9].
However, the examples of PJM technologies currently
applied in cultural heritage sites around the world are
mainly concentrated on art exhibitions. A considerable
number of use projections only to produce visual effects
or to redesign the cultural iconography [10]. The contents of these projections remain meaningful even when
applied to modern buildings and landscapes, without the
necessity of exhibiting them specifically at cultural heritage sites. These events use the reputation of the heritage
site only for artistic or commercial purposes, while those
traditional cultural elements that should be exhibited at
the cultural heritage site (e.g., patterns, motifs, costumes,
historical stories) are rarely addressed [11]. In addition,
the only sightseeing experience that visitors can engage
in is to see the cultural heritage site and it is difficult to
argue that the information about the site’s cultural heritage is well integrated within the environmental space, the
information shown using PJM, and the visitors’ experience [12].
This study found that PJM is important for the communication of cultural heritage sites’ historical value.
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The PJM technology has the ability to express substantial abstract information using projected images, which
connect the visitors to the environment through their
interactions with the images and the enrichment of the
visitors’ historical and participatory experience [13]. The
PJM exhibition format makes it easier for the visitors to
empathize with and emotionally connect to the environment at the cultural heritage site [14].
Based on this theory, this study aims to clarify the relationships between PJM and the cultural heritage sites.
Two of the information characteristics for the use of PJM
at cultural heritage sites could be summarized as “the
relationship between projection content and heritage”
and “information tendency.” The advantages and limitations of PJM at cultural heritage sites were identified,
with some concluding suggestions for the application of
PJM at cultural heritage sites.

Methods
Project organization and analysis

Considering the large number of relevant PJM events in
Japan and the fact that some events demonstrate traditional cultural elements related to the cultural heritage
site of the event, this study mainly focuses on cases from
Japan and presents analyses of more representative cases
from around the world. Each reference case selected
as an example must have a relatively complete video or
image posted on the Internet. This study collated the
opening hours, operating rules, messages conveyed, and
equipment used for each example. The status of the event
could be “on exhibit” or “closed.”
Technology classification and analysis of PJM video
contents

Two questions were analyzed to clarify the relationship
between PJM and cultural heritage at cultural heritage sites: “which techniques are applicable to cultural
heritage sites?” and “which techniques can be used to
represent the historical culture of the cultural heritage
site?”[15].
To obtain more systematic and reliable data, the differences and information characteristics exhibited by the
PJM were analyzed from the two perspectives of “building surface PJM” and “medium-scale PJM.” Moreover,
the projection content was disassembled to analyze the
information characteristics exhibited in each projection video. The resulting information was organized for
analysis using an original timeline chart. Furthermore,
through the comparative analysis of the data for the two
information characteristics, the information tendency of
PJM exhibited in cultural heritage sites was analyzed and
suggestions for improvement were derived.
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To ensure the versatility and validity of the analysis, the
original timeline chart was designed as a method for analyzing the PJM video content (Fig. 2). By dividing the PJM
video content into multiple time periods, the number of
scene units and the information trends in each period
were analyzed and recorded. Each time node represents
a scene transition and if the color is gray for a period, it
means that no specific information was exhibited for that
time period. The accumulation of two colors in a period
indicates that multiple types of information were exhibited. In addition, the number recorded after the explanatory text is the number of scene units within that period.

Results
Case sorting and classification

This study formulates three selection criteria for cases
worthy of analysis, that is, open projects within 5 years
from 2020; open cultural heritage sites, including historical or cultural buildings and parks; and the PJM contents
must be related to the history, events, status, and building functions of the cultural heritage site.
The example cases that meet criteria 1 and 2 were
selected first. The purpose of this step was to gather as
many research subjects related to the topic as possible.
The case study produced a preliminary idea of which
types of PJM were often used in cultural heritage sites
and their characteristics. After the case collection, we
used criterion 3 to determine the relationship between
the PJM content and the cultural heritage site, and also
determine whether the case exhibits information related
to the site’s cultural heritage, including history, patterns,
clothing, characters, and other information (Table. S3). A
case being marked as “unrelated” means that the content
exhibited in the projection was not related to the heritage site’s history and culture. A case being marked as
“Less related” means that no more than 30% of content
in the event was related to cultural heritage. For instance,
among the four exhibition projects in the Kawa and Mori
Light Art Festival held in Tokushima Central Park in

Fig. 2 Timeline chart format
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2018, only the indoor holographic projection was related
to the local culture (25% related). The time and activity names of the example cases are shown in Additional
file 1: Table S3 [16].
As complete images or video materials could not be
obtained for some individual events at cultural heritage
sites, this study used the heritage site as the unit and prioritized 45 heritage sites in the analysis.
According to the results of our analysis, the PJM contents for 25 cultural heritage sites were related to the
heritage history and cultural elements at the target sites,
accounting for 55.6% of the total. However, among 25
sites, some cases have very little relevance to the target
cultural heritage and should be marked as “less related.”
For instance, just a few traditional Japanese paintings
were exhibited in the example of Nijo Castle in Kyoto and
the overall content borrows from cultural elements for
exhibition as beautiful projections. When these examples
were excluded, only 16 cases met the above three conditions, accounting for 35.6% of the total.
Example cases around the world were then analyzed to
enumerate their PJM contents and interactive possibilities at the cultural heritage site (Table 1). The contents of
PJM cases were more related to the heritage (about 60%
of the content is related to the heritage) or showed culture in a special way (e.g., Tokushima Central Park used
a holographic projection to show its “Abo Dance” exhibition). These examples provide a reference for the analysis
of information characteristics.
The representative cases in Japan were mostly concentrated in various shrines, ancient castles, and traditional
gardens. Judging from the names of the example cases,
they are more like “festivals” than events. In general, the
Japanese examples are more like “light festivals” to commemorate the local history, culture, and customs. The
projections in these light festivals were not limited to
building surface PJM; many projections were used over
the entire landscape. Moreover, the Japanese examples
emphasize more the interactive experience between

Tokushima Central Park
Kawa and Mori Light Art Festival

Aachen Cathedral 40th anniversary About 75%
of being UNESCO World Heritage
(The 15-min scene in the 20-min
Site
video is related to the heritage
itself.)

Hirado Castle
About 67% of building surface PJM Possible (10%)
The designer used the combi‑
Fantasy Festival of Light and Sound
Holographic projection: Approach, nation of music and video to
Touch
describe the influence of the sea
on the development of Hirado
Castle. The projection on the
surface of the building expresses
the structure and previous shape
of the heritage building

2018.2.19–2.18

2018.5.01–06

2018.9.1–10.31

About 25%
(Among the four exhibition pro‑
jects, only the indoor holographic
projection is related to loco
culture.)

100%

Karlsruhe Palace BADISCHES
LANDESMUSEUM KARLSRUHE

Impossible

Possible (25%)
Holographic projection: Approach

Impossible

Immersive PJM

Indoor exhibit PJM

The designer exhibited the struc‑
tural information of the building
and the related history of each
period on the building surface

Indoor exhibit PJM;
Building surface PJM;
Holographic projection

Building surface PJM

The designer made countless
Indoor exhibit PJM;
holograms combined with interac‑ Holographic projection
tive digital installations to show
visitors the traditional dance form
of “Abo Dance.”

The designer introduced the
historical background of palaces
and gardens from the perspective
of the kings and city founders of
the Baroque era

The designer shown three thou‑
sand years of history to visitors
through projections on the rocks.
Including the structural informa‑
tion and war history of the herit‑
age building

2016

Impossible

100%

Indoor exhibit PJM;
Building surface PJM;

Technology type

The designer explained the history Building surface PJM
of the heritage from four parts:
“The Origin of Himeji Castle His‑
tory,” “War,” “Decline” and “Modern
Reconstruction and Re-prosperity.”
When mentioning the construc‑
tion of Himeji Castle, simple
animations are used to show the
modeling characteristics of herit‑
age buildings

In the project of building surface
projection, about half of the lens
represents the history of Osaka
Castle, especially the exhibit of
war, revival, or traditional patterns
and totems

TERRA SANCTA MUSEUM
THE HISTORY OF JERUSALEM

Impossible

Impossible

Information conveyed in the
target property

2016

About 17%
(Among the six projects, only the
building surface PJM is relevant.)
About 69% of building surface
PJM)

Interaction probability

1.About 54%
(More than half of the content
of the 9-min video is related to
historical stories.)
2.100%

Osaka Castle
3D Mapping Super Illuminations

2014–2015

Percentage of PJM content
related to the heritage

2015.5.3–5.5/
Himeji Castle
2016.12.2–12.11 1.HAKUA
2. KIRAMEKI

Case

Time

Table 1 Representative cases around the world
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Case

Nagoya Castle NIGHT CASTLE
OWARI EDO
FANTASIA

Atturaif Living Museum

Okayama Castle Tenshukaku
projection mapping

Festung Xperience
Dresden fortress

Lantern Festival light show
Beijing Desheng gate

Kashima Shrine
Japan Culture EXPO in Kashima

Time

2018.12

2019

2019.8.2–8.3

2019

2019

2020.2.12–15

Table 1 (continued)
Interaction probability

Impossible

Possible(50%)
Interactive screen:
Approach, touch
Indoor wall and floor: close

Impossible

Impossible

About 80%
Impossible
(About 4 min of the 10-min anima‑
tion is related to architectural
modeling and development.)

About 60%
(In the 5-min movie, the first 3 min
are related to the introduction
of traditional Chinese opera and
lantern.)

100%

About 86%
(In 6 min of animation, about
5 min mainly shown about mod‑
ern development and the myth of
Momotaro.)

About 59%
(About 148 s of scenes in the
4-min movie are related to the his‑
tory of the Saudi Arabian dynasty.)

About 67% of building surface PJM Impossible
(About 3 min and 10 s related to
the heritage of 4 min and 45 s
video.)

Percentage of PJM content
related to the heritage
Building surface PJM

Technology type

Building surface PJM

The designer used the combina‑
tion of music and video to well
show the shape and structure
of the shrine, and showed many
myths and stories related to it

The building surface projection
includes the exhibit of traditional
Chinese Peking opera and tradi‑
tional lighting fixtures, especially
introductory to the Chinese
traditional lanterns

Building surface PJM

Building surface PJM

The designer used sound interac‑ Immersive PJM; Interactive screen
tive projection to express the
history of the fortress, including
the reasons for the construction of
that era, and the functions of the
fortress itself

The designer used the alias of
Okayama Castle, “Golden Bird Cas‑
tle” as the concept, and combined
the historical background related
to the heritage and the fairy tale
“Momotaro” and performed it

The designer made a 4-min movie Building surface PJM
and onto the exterior wall of the
museum. Its content includes the
history of the Saudi Arabia’s dynas‑
ties and the war from the fifteenth
century

The content of the projection
shows people’s daily life in the
history of Nagoya Castle. The
historical and cultural patterns of
the Tokugawa Soharu period are
beautifully represented

Information conveyed in the
target property
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visitors and the environment than flashy projection exhibitions. These events in Japan are usually held every year
at a fixed time, such as the historical events and folk festivals related to cultural heritage sites [17]. The event
contents are basically the same as in the previous years,
but with frequent thematic innovations and content revisions. In addition, there are cases where both permanent
and festival-only programs are set up to allow the visitors
to appreciate the PJM exhibition at the cultural heritage
site at any time [18].
Accordingly, many similarities can be observed
between the relevant example cases in China and Japan.
Most Chinese examples focus on large historic buildings, bridges, and walls, among other structures with
cultural heritage. Judging from the names of the events,
these Chinese events are often described as a “festival
light show,” such as the light shows at the Lantern Festival
and Dragon Boat Festival. The purpose of these festivals
is to celebrate the local traditional culture and history.
Although the duration of the projections at these events
is short, the projection content is concise and traditional
opera and artificial creations are often showcased. For
instance, the stage, costumes, lanterns, and other elements of traditional Chinese Peking opera were exhibited
in the light show during the Lantern Festival at Beijing’s
Desheng Gate in 2019.
The relevant European and American examples were
mostly large-scale projection events onto church buildings and cultural walls. In terms of their projection content, these cases show more information about “war and
historical development” and “architecture and urban
structures.” Taking as an example the “Festung Xperience” of Dresden fortress in Germany, the PJM designers
projected a manuscript onto the architectural structure
of Dresden Fortress to show visitors its structural features and functions in different periods. In particular, the
projection in the main area shows the history of the Second World War and the crucial role played by Dresden
Fortress in the war.
In addition, this study analyzed and identified the vehicles often used for PJM technologies at cultural heritage
sites, including building surfaces, landscapes, and interiors. The building surfaces include castles, city walls,
shrines, gates, museums, and churches, while landscapes
include national parks, small city parks, and traditional
courtyards [19]. In addition, the interior spaces of underground fortresses, castles and museums were also often
used as vehicles for PJM technologies.
In addition to the above categories, PJM technologies
are also used during some special occasions, such as on
theaters and bridges for local history celebrations. Based
on the above categories and the case names and times
recorded in the timeline chart, it can be seen that PJM
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events at cultural heritage sites were more inclined to
be light festivals and shows, where ornamental experiences prevail. These events are often accompanied by
some commemorative festival or historical event, most
of which have an open cycle. Thus, PJM events at cultural heritage sightseeing spots can also be classified into
“short-term special events” and “daily programs” according to the visitors’ needs. Among these events, daily
programs are often combined with medium-scale PJM
technology because the equipment placement is easier
with more interactive functions.
Information characteristics of building surface PJM

Based on the summarized cases, this study analyzes
seven related examples of building surface PJM (see
Table 1): 3D Mapping Super Illuminations at Osaka Castle in 2015; Hakua at Himeji Castle in 2015; Night Castle
Owari Edo Fantasia at Nagoya Castle in 2018; Atturaif
Living Museum in Saudi Arabia in 2019; Fantasy Festival
of Light and Sound at Hirado Castle in 2018; Tenshukaku
projection mapping at Okayama Castle in 2019; and the
40th anniversary of being created an UNESCO World
Heritage Site at Aachen Cathedral in 2018.
To distinguish the information characteristics of PJM
on architectural surfaces, this study divided the above
seven examples into two groups with reference to the
PJM content and the length of projection: “historical
introduction” and “thematic” cases. The average length
of projection media in the “historical introduction” group
was 10 min (10-min type), including the three cases at
Osaka and Himeji castles and Aachen Cathedral. The
average projection length in the “thematic” group was
5 min (5-min type), including the four examples at Atturaif Living Museum and the Hirado, Nagoya, and Okayama castles. Both groups used building surface PJM, but
the exhibition logic for their projected contents differed.
This study classified the PJM information exhibited at
heritage sites into four major categories and 12 corresponding subcategories (Fig. 3), including history-related
(war history, historical daily life scenes, historical backgrounds and origins, historical figures), architecturerelated (structure and construction processes, historical
appearances), folklore-related (mythical stories, folklore
operas), and artifact-related (cultural relics, paintings and
patterns, traditional costumes) subcategories, in addition
to a subcategory for special effects animations without
specific cultural heritage-related information. Moreover,
the basis of these classifications emerged from the analysis of the video and picture data from all the events
described in Table 2. Each type of information has a representative color. This study used the original timeline
chart to analyze the contents of the PJM videos. Figure 2
explains the styles used in the timeline chart.
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As a large number of timeline charts were used in the
analyses in this study, only the charts for the four most
representative cases are shown (the other data are presented Additional file 1: Fig.S1) [20, 21].
The first category was the most common, that is, history introductions (Fig. 4). This type of projection typically takes a long time, about 10 min on average, with
specific cases that last up to 20 min. This type of projection is very rigorous in its presentation of the related
historical story, with strict control over the chronological order of historical occurrences. For instance, in the
3D Mapping Super Illuminations at Osaka Castle in 2015
[22], the PJM designer showed the historical origin and
development process of Osaka Castle through a 10-min
video, especially the process of destruction and reconstruction. Similarly, in Hakua at Himeji Castle in 2015
[23], the PJM designer expounded the history of the
building’s cultural heritage in four parts exploring the
origin of Himeji Castle, the war experience, short-term
decline, and the building’s modern reconstruction and
return to prosperity. In addition, this type of projection
tends to present a richer amount of information with a
narrative explanation.
The second type of PJM is thematic cases (Fig. 5).
For instance, in the Night Castle Owari Edo Fantasia at
Nagoya Castle in 2018 [24], the projection shows people’s daily life in historical scenes of Nagoya and cultural
patterns from the Tokugawa–Soharu era. Similarly, in an
exhibition at the Atturaif Living Museum in Saudi Arabia
in 2019 [25], the design conception of the projection was
to let the heritage building tell its own historical story.
The PJM design team made a 4-min movie to show the
history of the development of the Saudi Arabian dynasty.
Compared with the 10-min example cases, this type of
PJM is preferred to show the cultural characteristics of
heritage sites using a specific theme.
This study classifies building surface PJM into two
types based on the length of time: around 5 min (5-min
type) and 10 min or more (≥ 10-min type). The 5-min
type PJM is very thematic, with contents mostly focused
on one or two types of information. They have an obvious
“topicality.” Conversely, the ≥ 10-min type PJM is richer
in information. This type of PJM strictly adheres to the
timeline of historical stories, and many traditional Japanese decorative art motifs and totems are also shown.
Therefore, it can be considered that the ≥ 10-min type
PJM has “comprehensive” and “narrative”.
In addition, this study referred to the number of scene
units recorded at the end of the explanatory text and
produced a histogram (Fig. 6) to show the information
characteristics of the building surface PJM. The comprehensive data includes all scene units for the seven cases.
The data were used to categorize 11 types of information
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into three groups, that is, independent stories and scenes
(marked as triangles), causal logic (marked as circles),
and decorative patterns (marked as squares). Based on
the distribution of the graphs, we can determine which
types of data were exhibited more frequently and the
information tendency of building surface PJM. According
to the data, building surface PJM often exhibits causeand-effect rational information and continuous story
information. In other words, the building surface PJM
exhibits continuous information, such as stories of historical development and war histories, which is the major
use pattern for building surface PJM.
Information characteristics of medium‑scale PJM

The medium-scale PJM applied at cultural heritage
sites mainly focuses on exhibit PJM, immersive PJM,
and holographic projections. Each type of PJM technology can combine the interactive devices for the visitors’
interactive experience. This study analyzes nine related
examples of medium-scale PJM (see Table 1): Kirameki
at Himeji Castle in 2016; the Lantern Festival light show
at Beijing’s Desheng Gate in 2019; Night Castle Owari
Edo Fantasia at Nagoya Castle in 2018; the Fantasy Festival of Light and Sound at Hirado Castle in 2018; the
Japan Culture Expo in Kashima at the Kashima Shrine
Gate in 2020; the History of Jerusalem exhibition at
Terra Sancta Museum in Jerusalem in 2016; the Festung
Xperience at the Dresden Fortress in 2019; Badisches
Landesmusium Karlsruhe at the Karlsruhe Palace in
2016; and the Kawa and Mori Light Art Festival held in
Tokushima Central Park in 2018.
Because of the short exhibition time for most of these
medium-scale PJM projects, this section only analyzes
the contents of individual scenes and counted the number of scene units for each projection. The color classifications for this information are the same as that used
for the building surface PJM project (see Additional
file 1: Fig S2; Table S4 for the other data) [26–28].
The first representative case is Kirameki at Himeji Castle in 2016 (Table 2; Fig. 7) [29]. This case study includes
not only five short exhibition projections, but also a
long PJM of almost 8 min projected onto the castle wall
surface. This is a representative example of outdoor
medium-scale PJM, where the event is comprised of six
small projections. The PJM designers tell the history of
Himeji Castle by presenting six different independent
historical stories. Each projection presents a short historical story and guides the visitors to the next projection
in sequence.
The next representative case is the Festung Xperience
at Dresden Fortress in 2019 (Table 3) [30]. This case is
completely representative of a medium-scale interior
PJM. The PJM designer created a series of small separate
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Fig. 3 Information classification and types

scenes to show the history of the Second World War and
the shape of the structure associated with the fortress.
Similarly to Kirameki, the presentation of the building’s
history was done through independent scenes and short
stories. Moreover, the designer shows the function, spatial layout, and role of the fortress to the visitors using
an interactive PJM that uses sound to interact with the
visitors. In addition, the information about the cultural
heritage site was divided into many independent scenes,
such as scenes of people farming collectively, being prepared for war, or daily life in peacetime. In particular, the
theater in the main arena shows the form and function
of each area of the fort and their specific roles during the
war years.
Next, we discuss the information tendency data as presented using a histogram (Fig. 8).
According to the data, medium-scale PJM has a high
degree of generality and a relatively even variety of information. Similar to building surface PJM, medium-scale
PJM also has excellent expressive capabilities for the
exhibition of decorative elements such as totems and patterns. However, medium-scale PJM present less information about historical origins and development than
the building surface PJM. That is, the quieter content of
building service PJM does not show the complete historical timeline and process for the cultural heritage site,

but rather the personal stories associated with important
related historical figures.

Discussion
Comparison of historical story exhibition logic

In evaluating the differences in depicting historical stories between building surface and medium-scale PJM, we
take Atturaif Living Museum and Kirameki as examples.
Although both cases present the histories of their respective cultural heritage sites, the ideas and logic of the presentations differ. The logic of the historical presentation at
Atturaif Living Museum begins with the origin of Saudi
Arabia’s royal family. The storyline is after the king was
acknowledged by the Saudi Arabian people, he fought
wars, achieved victories, and finally united the country.
The PJM designer uses a continuous storyline to introduce this history. Conversely, the logic of Kirameki’s historical introduction begins with the personal stories of
important historical figures, which are clearly independent, but each story has some connection with the others
and are related to the historical or cultural elements of
Himeji Castle. Thus, we can judge that the medium-scale
PJM always conveys information related to historical
figures and artifacts because of the independence of the
projected information.

Okiku Well

Ninomaru
Castle Wall

West Bain
Keshoyagura

West Bain
Kawaya

West Bain,
South Wall

Information
types/
cases or
projects

War history
(3)

The princess
prays for the
prosperity for
country. (1)

Historical
development.
(1)

War history Historical daily Historical
life scene
background
and origin

The story of the
princess get‑
ting married. (3)

Stories of
historical
Figures (2)

Historical
figures

Table 2 Information analysis for five short projects of Kirameki PJM
Structure and
construction
process

Historical
appearance
of the build‑
ing. (1)

Building
historical
appearance

The style of
Okiku. (3)

Mythical
stories

The style of
the general
katana. (1)

Ukiyo-e
style picture
(4)

Ink painting
style dragon
image. (1)

Folklore, Cultural relics Paintings and
OPERAS
patterns

Clothing style
of Okiku. (2)

Warrior
costume. (2)

Image of
soldier in
armor. (1)

The style of the
group walker
costumes. (1)

Traditional
costumes
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Fig. 4 Timeline chart for history introductions

Fig. 5 Timeline chart for thematic cases

Information tendency data analysis

Based on the information characteristics and data from
the building surface PJM, this study combined the two
data sources in a comparative analysis to obtain the
information tendency data (Fig. 9). In the figure, the
information tendency is indicated by a polyline, and the
transition nodes of information trends are marked by
intersection points. Finally, this study calculates the difference between the data and marks these values above
the corresponding data. Based on these data, the advantages and limitations of the two PJM types can be summarized and the causes analyzed for their differences.
The following is an analysis and explanation of the data.
From the perspective of the overall number of scenes,
more macro information related to traditional patterns,
historical development, and architectural modeling can
be observed in PJM. Correspondingly, micro information,

such as mythology, folklore, and traditional cultural relics, are exhibited rarely.
The intersections marked in Fig. 9 represent the points
where information trends change. From these intersection points, the scene unit numbers of medium-scale
PJM begin to exceed the building surface PJM, and the
primary data type to the right of the intersection is from
the “independent stories and scenes” group (marked
as triangles). Therefore, the information presented in
medium-scale PJM can be considered to have a tendency to be “independent information.” Conversely, the
left side of the intersection mainly includes historical
and architectural information, except for traditional art
and costume information, which is concentrated in the
“causal logic” group (marked as circles). According to the
D-value data, the total number of scenes in this part of
the building surface PJM is much higher than that for the
medium-scale PJM. Therefore, it can be judged that the
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Fig. 6 Information characteristics of building surface PJM

information exhibited by the building surface PJM tends
to be logical and continuous information.
Considering the gap in scene unit numbers, the information with the largest number of scene units is “paintings and patterns” with 58 scenes followed by “cultural

Fig. 7 Information analysis for wall surface project of Kirameki PJM

relics” with 12 scenes and the least number of scene units
is “folklore, operas” with 8 scenes. Chinese digital media
designer and engineer Mr. Zongguo Chen commented
on these data. He observed that PJM is a technology with
excellent animation effects display capabilities, that is, it
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is essentially a design method for enriching visual effects.
Therefore, it functions well at presenting painted and
decorative pattern elements. If the PJM designer wants to
present folk or opera content at a cultural heritage site, it
is wiser to build a temporary stage and organize a theatrical performance because this type of information is more
applicable to a live stage performance instead of a virtual
projection. For instance, in the example of the Fantasy
Festival of Light and Sound at Hirado Castle in 2018,
the event was divided into three parts: a building surface
PJM projection, an interactive holographic projection,
and a live stage performance using real actors. There are
still a few examples of folklore or opera demonstrated
using PJM, such as the “Abo Dance” exhibited at the 2018
Kawa and Mori Light Art Festival in Tokushima Central
Park, mostly because the related folklore has undergone
a long history or excessive localization and only a few
local residents learn and understand the specific contents
of the PJM, which makes it difficult to create a live performance. Similarly, cultural relics that can be projected
virtually better meet the needs for the appreciation of
cultural relics compared with the appreciation of a physical exhibition of the relics at a museum [31]. However,
the cultural relics exhibited using PJM are generally these
relics that have been destroyed or cannot be physically
exhibited for special reasons.
In summary, the small number of folklore or opera and
cultural relics scene units is because the effect of virtual
exhibitions of this type of information barely exceeds the
effect of traditional methods for appreciating the exhibited materials [32]. Therefore, it is only necessary to use
PJM under special circumstances where physical appreciation of the image, object, or site is impossible.

Conclusion
Through an analysis of 45 related examples of the application of PJM at cultural heritage sites around the world
over the past 5 years, the results showed that only a few
PJM events conducted at cultural heritage sites exhibited
cultural content related to the target cultural heritage
(35.6%). Moreover, an in-depth analysis of 13 examples of
cultural heritage sites summarized the specific contents,
interaction possibilities, and related technologies. Based
on this work to summarize the information tendency
data, this study designed an original method for analyzing the PJM video contents, that is, an original timeline
chart. According to the analysis of the projection information’s characteristics and tendencies, the common
features of building surface and medium-scale PJM were
identified. Both PJM types have a good ability to express
decorative and artistic elements, especially the display of
patterns, paintings, and traditional costumes with cultural characteristics.
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The features of building surface PJM include its excellence in presenting macro concepts, that is, continuous
and cause–effect information, such as stories of historical
development and war histories. The features of mediumscale PJM include its versatile ability to express many
types of information with wide applicability. Compared
with building surface PJM, the information expressed in
medium-scale PJM has a tendency toward showing more
“independent” information. Accordingly, medium-scale
PJM has an excellent ability to express thematic contents,
such as historical figures or historical daily life scenes.
Despite the large number of case studies, research, and
verification that PJM functions well in the presentation
of cultural information at world heritage sites, however,
some cultural information cannot be presented using
PJM “as a priority,” such as cultural relics, folklore, or
operas. Those cultural heritage contents were considered
better applicable as live performances or museum exhibitions than as virtual projections. In particular, concerning
opera or traditional dance, it is more judicious to build a
temporary stage and organize a live performance instead
of choosing PJM as an exhibition method. Accordingly,
except when the PJM designer works to an innovative
proposal, it is only necessary to use PJM under special
circumstances where the physical appreciation of cultural
heritage is impossible, such as when cultural relics have
been destroyed or traditional skills lost.
Finally, three suggestions for the application of PJM at
cultural heritage sites are proposed in this study, that is,
considering the necessity of PJM at the cultural heritage
site, the value of customized projection contents, and if
PJM is possible or better than existing alternatives for
presenting cultural heritage information.
First, the necessity of PJM at the cultural heritage site
should be considered. The PJM contents exhibited at
a cultural heritage site should be related to the cultural
elements of the heritage site and have a certain degree of
exclusivity. Accordingly, the value of cultural dissemination should be the first consideration.
Second, the projection contents should be determined
according to the building sizes and available spaces at
the target cultural heritage site. Based on the conclusions from the information tendency data, the size of the
heritage building as a projection vehicle must influence
the choice of PJM technology and contents. For instance,
when the target heritage site is a castle, city wall, or gate
building with a height of 15 m or more (see the heights
of Osaka and Himeji castles, both over 45 m tall), building surface PJM could be selected as the main technology
and information such as consecutive stories of historical
development, building structures, and historical appearances can be chosen as the main PJM contents. Accordingly, when the target heritage building is a wall or theater

Singing at night.
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Singing around the
campfire. (1)
Scene of dinner. (1)
Scene of the
prison. (1)
Businessmen
discussion. (1)

War preparation
scene. (1)
History of war. (3)

Interactive
projection

Theatre at the
main venue

War prepara‑ Daily work
tion scene.
and life scenes. (2)
(1)
Party scene
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Permenant
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Historical daily
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War history
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types/ cases
or projects
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Table 3 Information analysis for the Festung Xperience PJM
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Fig. 8 Information characteristics of the building surface PJM

Fig. 9 Information tendency data
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with a height of about 4 m or more (see Dresden Fortress
and Terra Sancta Museum as examples), medium-scale
PJM, such as immersive PJM or holographic projection,
could be the main choice and independent historical stories can be chosen as the PJM contents, such as descriptions of historical figures, historical daily life scenes,
mythical stories, or virtual cultural relics.
If the designers want to showcase traditional dances,
operas, and artifacts at a cultural heritage site, they
should consider two issues in advance: whether the
custom or cultural relic can only be exhibited by PJM
because of loss or damage and whether PJM can show a
better effect than a live theater performance. Therefore,
if the target traditional dance and opera can still be performed on a live stage, building a real stage for theater
performances will be the judicious choice. In addition,
the PJM technology can be used to enrich the stage
effects and provide an interactive experience if a stage
performance presentation is chosen.
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